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Abstract

In this paper, we describe our approach and re-
sults for the semantics indexing (SIN) task and Multi-
media event detection (MED) task at TRECVID2011.
In our runs of SIN task, we used six features, spatio-
temporal (ST) features, SURF, color, face, sound fea-
tures and word histogram. This year, we use multi-
ple frames selected by calculating the color difference
between frames, not all frame. All runs used Multi-
ple Kernel Learning as a fusion method to combine all
these features in the same way as last year. Our sub-
mitted runs are as follows:

• UEC1 1: SURF, color, ST, face, sound features

• UEC2 2: Run1 & word histogram

• UEC3 3: Run2 & sort using a category and video
name

• UEC4 4: Run2 with TRECVID 2010 training
data

As a result of the full-category SIN task, Run4 yielded
the best performance (infAP=0.0452) among four
runs.

In MED task, we divide videos to shots which is 150
frames at most and extract SURF, color, ST features
from shots. We get the average of the top three shot
scores as the original video score.

1. Introduction
Since TRECVID [10] provides not only a large

video date set but also a systematic protocol for eval-
uating video concept detection performance, it is ap-
preciated by the researchers in the field of video/image

recognition. Using this valuable date set, we have been
testing our system in these years.

For the HLF task in TRECVID2006, we extracted
some single types of visual features such as color his-
tograms and edge histograms and classified test frames
by the support vector machine (SVM). From the re-
sults, we realized that a certain feature cannot satisfy
all the concepts. For TRECVID2007, we attempted to
adopt a kind of fusion to combine some features to get
a result that is effective for any kind of concept. What
we did is to apply SVM to the extracted features re-
spectively, and then to fuse these SVM classifiers by
linear combination with weights selected by cross val-
idation. This method is more effective, however it is
intractable to implement when more than 3 kinds of
features are extracted. For the TRECVID2008 HLF
task, we still used the thought of developing a frame-
work to fuse a number of features to get more effec-
tive performance. At that time we added some new
features. In addition, inspired by some papers [2, 13],
we implemented a simple version of Adaboost [9] al-
gorithm as a method for late fusion. This method
can estimate optimal weights automatically no mat-
ter how many kinds of features there are. For the
TRECVID2009 HLF task, we explore the feature fu-
sion strategy furthermore. In that year, we used the
AP-weighted fusion [14] and Multiple Kernel Learn-
ing (MKL) [3, 11] both of which achieved the best
performance in our preliminary experiments. For the
TRECVID2010 Semantic Indexing Task, we used a
novel spatio-temporal (ST) feature [8] which is useful
for feature-fusion-based action recognition with Mul-
tiple Kernel Learning (MKL). For the TRECVID2011
Semantic Indexing task we use six features including
ST feature, word histogram and category name de-
tection and use MKL-SVM in all runs. This year,



we don’t use Gabor, motion features used last year.
We participate in Multimedia event detection task first
time this year. We use three features and MKL-SVM
for MED task.

2. Overview
Semantic Indexing

This year, we use six features, SURF, color, spatio-
temporal (ST) feature[8], face, sound and word his-
togram. SURF and color features are extracted from
multiple selected key frames. Key frames are deter-
mined by calculating difference between frame colors.
We quantize these features by Bag-of-Features repre-
sentation, and apply MKL-SVM to model all features.

Multimedia event detection

We use three features, SURF, color and ST feature.
Extraction methods of these features are the same as
SIN task. We divide each video into shots which con-
sists of 150 frames at most, then extract features from
each shot and calculate relevant scores of each shot re-
garding the given events. The final score is the average
among the top three shot scores for each video.

3. Semantic Indexing
3.1. Feature extraction

3.1.1. ST feature

We use a spatio-temporal (ST) feature [8] which
is based on the SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Feature)
features [1] and optical flows detected by the Lucas-
Kanade method [6].

For designing a new ST feature, we set the premise
that we combine it with holistic appearance fea-
tures and motion features by Multiple Kernel Learn-
ing (MKL). Therefore, the important thing is that it
has different characteristics from other kinds of holis-
tic features. Following this premise, we extend the
method proposed in [7]. In the original method, we
detect interest points and extract feature vectors em-
ploying the SURF method [1], and then we select
moving interest points employing the Lucas-Kanade
method [6]. In the original and proposed method, we
use only moving interest points where ST features are
extracted and discard static interest points, because we

expect that it is a local feature which represents how
objects in a video are moving. In addition to the orig-
inal method, we newly introduce Delaunay triangula-
tion to form triples of interest points where both local
appearance and motion features are extracted. This ex-
tension enables us to extract ST features not from one
point but from a triangle surface patch, which makes
the feature more robust and informative. The char-
acteristic taken over from the original method [7] is
that it is much faster than the other ST features such
as cuboid-based features, since it employs SURF [1]
and the Lucas-Kanade method [6], both of which are
known as very fast detectors. The detail should be re-
ferred to [8].

3.1.2. Vector Quantization of Features: Bag-of-
Frames

In most of existing works on video shot classifi-
cation, features are extracted only from key frames.
However, the extracted features depend on selected
frames, and it is difficult to select the most informative
key frame. This year, we select frame by calculating
the difference of color between frames. First, we cap-
ture a frame along time and reduce it to 80x80. Then,
we calculate Euclidean distance of RGB color value
for each pixel between the selected frame and the base
frame, where the first base frame is the very first frame
of video. If the distance is greater than the threshold,
the captured frame is determined as a frame to extract
the features and become the new base frame. The ex-
tracted features is vector-quantized and converted into
the bag-of-features (BoF) representation within each
shot. While the standard BoF represents the distribu-
tion of local features within one image, the BoF em-
ployed in this paper represents the distribution of fea-
tures within one shot which consists of several frame
images. We call this BoF regarding one video shot
as bag-of-frames (BoFr). SURF and color features
are extracted from selected frames. While ST features
are obtained from every N frame images, we vector-
quantize them like the local features.

Also, we adopt spatial pyramid matching
technique[4] to BoF representation. We divide
the selected frames to 2× 2 regions, and generate BoF
vectors within each region. We applied this technique
to SURF and color features, because these features are
extracted from one frame.



3.1.3. Local pattern

We use SURF [5] as a local pattern feature. The lo-
cal patches are sampled randomly, and they are vector-
quantized to convert them into BoFr vectors. The
codebook are built by performing the k-means clus-
tering with features extracted from one key frame of
all the shots in the training videos. We set the size of
the codebook as 1000. Since we use a spatial pyramid
with 1×1 and 2×2 regions, totally we generate a 5000
dimensional feature vector.

3.1.4. Color

We extract RGB color histogram features from all
pixels of selected frames of each shot. In the same
way as SURF, we generate a 5000 dimensional BoFr
vector.

3.1.5. Faces

We perform face detection by using Haar-like
features[12]. We detect from all frames of each shot,
and treat the largest number of face as a 1 dimensional
feature.

3.1.6. Sound

For audio feature, we extract mel-frequency cep-
strum coefficients (MFCCs) from shots. We use
MFCC, log power, ∆MFCC, ∆∆MFCC, ∆log power
and ∆∆log power, 39 dimensional feature. We trans-
late this feature to a 5000 dimensional BoFr vector.

3.1.7. Word histogram

We generate the word histogram by counting words
that occur more than three times in the video metadata,
and it is weighted in the logarithm of the reciprocal of
frequency. The word histogram is a 9539 dimensional
features vector.

3.1.8. Feature Fusion Fusion with Multiple Kernel
Learning

Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) is an extension of
a support vector machine (SVM). MKL treats with a
combined kernel which is a weighted liner combina-
tion of several single kernels, while a normal SVM
treats with only a single kernel. MKL can estimates
weights for a linear combination of kernels as well as
SVM parameters simultaneously in the train step. The

training method of a SVM employing MKL is some-
times called as MKL-SVM. MKL-SVM is a relatively
new method which was proposed in 2004 in the lit-
erature of machine learning [3], and recently MKL is
applied to image recognition.

Since by assigning each image feature to one ker-
nel MKL can estimate the weights to combine various
kinds of image feature kernels into one combined ker-
nel, we can use MKL as a feature fusion method.

In this paper, we use the multiple kernel learn-
ing (MKL) to fuse various kinds of image features.
With MKL, we can train a SVM with an adaptively-
weighted combined kernel which fuses different kinds
of image features. The combined kernel is as follows:

Kcomb(x,y) =
K∑
j=1

βjKj(x,y)

with βj ≥ 0,

K∑
j=1

βj = 1. (1)

where βj is weights to combine sub-kernels Kj(x,y).
MKL can estimate optimal weights from training data.

3.2. Experiments

Table 1 shows four runs we submitted. For All
runs, MKL-SVM is used for the classification method.
We increase the features or the data for each run. As
the based approach, we use five features(SURF, color,
ST, face, sound) in Run1, and add word histogram in
Run2. In Run3, we check the original video name of
shots. If the video file name contains the words in each
category, we add shots that are divided from the video
to the top of ranking. In Run4, we add the training
data at TRECVID2010 SIN task. That data has only
130 categories, so the result of the other 216 category
is same as the result in Run2.

Figure 1 shows the result of all runs of the eval-
uated 50 categories among the submitted 346 cate-
gories. Figure 4 shows the weight estimated by MKL
for Run4. Our team reached rank 56 (among 68
team) for the full-category SIN task as shown in Fig-
ure 3 and rank 70 (among 102 team) for the light-
category. The good results of our teams are Anchor-
person, News Studio, Reporters and Skating. Looking
at Figure 4, weight of face features of these categories
is greater than other categories, so MKL is applied



Table 1. 4 runs for the semantics indexing task in TRECVID2011.

Runs Description full light
Run1:UEC1 1 Combine SURF, color, ST, face, sound features and 0.0271 0.0198

Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL)
Run2:UEC2 2 Run1 & word feature 0.0182 0.0076
Run3:UEC3 3 Run2 & add shots that contains a category name to the top of ranking 0.0202 0.0151
Run4:UEC4 4 use TRECVID2010 dataset for Run2 0.0452 0.0336

Figure 1. The comparison of results of 4 runs

Figure 2. The comparison with median, best and Run4 of full category in TRECVID 2010.

properly. The new categories added in TRECVID2011
are often that the weight of word histogram is larger
than the other features. We can’t get enough the image

features because the training data in TRECVID2011 is
smaller than the training data in TRECVID2010. At
result, 8 categories out of 16 categories are that the re-



Figure 3. The comparison with results in TRECVID 2011. Red lines show the full-category results of UEC team among 68
runs.

Figure 4. Estimated weights by MKL with full category in TRECVID 2011 Run4.



sult of Run1 which don’t include word histogram is
better than other runs. In the old categories, the result
of Run1 is also worse than Run2 at most categories, so
word histogram should be fused in different way, not
MKL.

4. Multimedia event detection
4.1. Dividing videos into shots

We apply the system used in the SIN task to the
MED task. Our system is intended to recognize per
shot, not to recognize per video, so we need to divide
the videos of the dataset in the MED task into shots.
Each video is divided into shots which consists 150
frames at most, then the features are extracted from
each shot.

4.2. Feature extraction

For the MED task, we use three features, SURF,
color and ST feature. The feature extraction methods
are the same as the SIN task.

4.3. Score and threshold decision

The score is calculated per shot by MKL-SVM. The
average of the top three scores of video shots is used
for the original video score. Threshold is calculated
from scores of learning videos classified by MKL-
SVM. We use 100 shots selected from each of the other
categories for negative shot, and calculate the average
of score for positive or negative shot. We use the mean
of the each average for threshold and normalize it with
difference between maximum and minimum scores for
each category. Each scores of evaluation videos is also
normalized with this difference.

4.4. Experiments

Figure 5 and Table 2 shows the result score. events
that there is a big move across the screen (e.g. Flash
mob gathering, Parade, Parkour) is relatively good re-
sults, but events that do the work at hand (e.g. Work-
ing on a sewing project, Making a sandwich, Groom-
ing an animal) is bad. This means that our system can
not respond to events such as a series of small move-
ments occur. Moreover, our team a number of FA in
our team is very large compared to other teams while a
small number of miss. Since we use the average of the

top three scores of video shots, if there is at least one
high-scoring shot our system recognize that the video
belongs to the category. This approach cannot detect
events that occur continuously, so it is difficult to say
that target events can be detected properly. This is a
big task.

5. Conclusion
In the Semantics indexing task (SIN) of

TRECVID2011, we got multiple key frames by
calculating the difference between frames. We used
SURF, color, sound features and word histogram
in addition to ST features and the number of faces
as features, and used Multiple Kernel Learning to
combine them. In the best runs among our submission,
we have achieved 0.0452 average precision(AP). The
results differed from our expectation that it was the
good method to combine word features and MKL.

In the Multimedia event detection (MED), we di-
vided videos to shots which are 150 frames at most,
then extracted SURF, color, ST features from shots.
The original video score was the average of the top
three shot scores.

As future work, we plan to explore the key frame se-
lection method and how to handle features. We verify
the propriety of this selection method by comparing to
use all frames. We should try to use different fusion
techniques or features rather than fusion all features
by MKL simply. For MED task, we do not process the
video for the time directional, so need to improve our
system using techniques such as scenario-based.
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